
For some time there has been a demand from the market 
to offer explosion proof versions. An increasing number 
of customers and end users want equipment that can be 
used in hazardous areas. Now, with the introduction of 
the V-Ex Eletta can offer just that.

The flow monitor is classified as a “simple apparatus” which combined with 
an intrinsically safe circuit meets the requirements of ATEX as well as IECX.
This ensures that our equipment can be installed in hazardous areas.
For the flow monitor to be allowed in the kind of hazardous environment 
that it is classified for, it must be combined with an intrinsically safe circuit, 
either through a barrier or an isolator.
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Pipe sizes
The V-Ex is available in all the usual materials, pipe sizes and process
connections. V-Ex can be delivered with chemically nickel plated coating 
as well as IP65. It is also available in three temperature classes; 60°C, 
70°C and 100°C. 

Separation circuit amplifier
For your convenience we have set up a standard solution from Pepperl & 
Fuchs. We offer the KFD2-SR2-EX1.W (24 VDC) or the KFA6-SR2-EX1.W 
(230 VAC). For more information please see our technical data sheet. If you 
decide to use another barrier, please make sure that the specifications follow 
our suggested P&F products.

Yellow
Flow monitors in Explosion proof execution are attached with a yellow
label indicating in which environments it is allowed. However, since the
V-series is classified as a simple apparatus ATEX formally does not apply.
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Combination Instrument
Mechanical Switch &  
               Analog Output

For the V- and S series there is now an option to include an M3 flow meter. This gives 
the user a programmable electronic flow meter combined with a V or S series flow 
monitor. The option can be implemented on an existing system. The mounting options 
are GL15-25, FA15-400 and G15-25 BR. Output analog 4-20 mA or Digital, RS 485.

This opens up a lot of possibilities. For example to have a 4-20mA signal to the 
regulatory system and still have an analog meter at the measuring point. Building 
redundancy by having two sensors, one of them for a backup system.
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Description of 
     the process of
Chemical Nickel Plating on the Eletta Flow Monitors

Chemical Nickel Plating is a surface treatment process, which means that you chemically 
precipitates a Nickel layer on the different brass wetted parts in our –GL series Flow 
Monitors. Since the treatment is done without any electrical power, the Nickel layer is 
evenly distributed on all areas. The thickness of the layer is independent of the design of 
the brass part meaning that even threads and cavities will have the same layer as larger 
flat areas. This method will also create a very hard surface (up to 1100HV after heat 
treatment) and creates of course an excellent protection against corrosion.  
The Nickel consist of 90% Nickel and 10% Phosphorus and the thickness is 25 micron.

Chemically precipitation of a Nickel layer can cause an allergic reaction with people who 
are sensitive/allergic to Nickel and those people should avoid long contact with the product.

In comparison with other surface treatment such as chromic methods, the Chemical 
Nickel Plating is far better from an environmental point of view. 

The areas of usage are mainly, but not limited to, when using our Flow Monitors for 
measuring de-min water as an alternative to the more expensive Stainless Steel versions.  
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Indicating window 
        on the V series

On the V series there is an alternative to have a small indicating window on the control  
unit which makes it possible for you to see an indication of the actual flow.
 
The scale in the window is represented by the chosen measuring range of the flow 
monitor. For example: If you have chosen the range of 6 – 12 litres per minute the  
+ represents 12 l/min and the – represents 6 l/min. The small pointer will give you  
information of the actual flow, if it is on the lower part or the upper etc.
 
This option comes with an extra cost and to order please specify: with indicating  
window on your purchase.
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D2, V1, S02, S2, R2 and A2

D5, V15, S05, S25, R5 and A5

 Measuring Ranges
   Eletta Flow Monitors

Eletta Flow AB
Box 5084, SE-141 05 Kungens Kurva, Sweden
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MC = Measuring Constant
It is possible to order a lower
measuring range than indicated
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Weight
kg*

Weight
kg*

Weight
kg*

Weight
kg*

A, S- GL

A, S- FA

A, S- GSS

A, S- FSS

D, R, V- GL

Weight
kg*

Weight
kg*

Weight
kg*

Weight
kg*

D, R, V- FA

D, R, V- GSS

D, R, V- FSS

Weight and Dimensions
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Width see table
*Approximate weight
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